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ABSTRACT

We consider a qq interaction given by a (non-

Fredholm) Bethe-Salpeter equation whose kernel is

a sum of S, V, T, A and P single boson exchange.

With the heavy-quark model of mesons in mind, we

determine when massless bound states of given tensor

character (S,V,T,A or P) will occur, and what ex-

changed-particle coupling constants will produce them.

The technique used is gradually to increase the

magnitude of the coupling constants from zero, and

determine.when the lowest bound state mass descends to

zero.  This point is detected by the development of.a

singularity in the previously regular s=0 scattering

amplitude. The singular, non-Fredholm property of the

Bethe-Salpeter equation allows considerable simplifi-

cations which make the calculation possible.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

It is desirable to make a relativistic quark model

of mesons.  Attempts to describe mesons as qq bound states

by solving a Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation have been

frustrated by the fact that, among other difficulties,

the BS equations for spin-36. particles do not obey the
1                          ·Fredholm conditions. (A typical example of such an

equation is· the QED equation for electron-positron

2scattering in the ladder approximation. )

3Current ways of looking at the strong interactions

imagine there to be a great multiplicity of mesons in

nature, each of which is, in the simplest point of view,

a quark-antiquark bound state. Quarks, when formulated

as entities, presumably have very large mass-compared

with the masses of the mesons. If any qq. Bethe-Salpeter

equation4.contains low-mass bound states in the multiplicity

4a
envisioned nowadays for mesons, a little thought   will

persuade the reader that the equation is very unlikely

to be Fredholm. Fredholm models which have been solved

have each yielded only a small number of low-mass bound
5

states. ' Thus there would be great interest in·working

out the bound-state masses of any non-Fredholm model,

however simple. Unfortunately, this seems unlikely to

be done soon. In fact -- surprisingly -- nothing about
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the bound states of any such models is known so far, except

a simple inequality for the bound state masses in ladder

approximation models.6  For any bound state mass M ' the

inequality is MB>(2-g»)m, where m is the q mass and g is
a constant proportional to the coupling constant(s) Of

the exchanged particles.  All that this inequality does

is to suggest that some bound state masses may descend

near to zero as the coupling constants of the model in-

crease to values of order unity.

In this article we will carry the last result slightly

farther (while eagerly looking forward to the time when

somebody will make all these results obsolete, by.actually

finding the bound state masses of a non-Fredholm. model).

The heavier that quarks are assumed to be, the lighter

the known mesons are by comparison. In this article we

will consider, as a convenient limit of successively

smaller bound state masses M  (analogous to fixed meson                I

mass and greater and greater quark mass), a bound state
6amass of zero. In a class of simple ladder-approximation

models, we will determine what values the coupling

constants must be increased to so that the lowest bound

state's mass descends to zero. We will also determine

the tensor character of the resulting massless bound states.

We will consider the qq equation in the ladder

approximation where the kernel is given by an arbitrary

sum of single particle S, V, T, A and P exchange, whose
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details are below. (The QED equation is V exchange alone.)

We will consider the interaction as being gradually made

stronger and stronger by increasing the exchanged particle

coupling constants, starting from zero. As the attractive

coupling constants increase, any bound states will become

deeper and deeper, and eventually the lowest bound state's

mass will decrease to zero. We will determine the answers

to the following two questions. (i) What values of the

exchanged-particle coupling constants will produce zero-

mass bound states? (ii) What tensor character (S,V,T,A,P)

have the bound states themselves in this case?

As discussed in Ref. 6, it is necessary to detect

bound-state solutions of a non-Fredholm equation by looking

for poles in s in the scattering Green's function solution

T(s) . This is because when the Fredholm conditions are not

obeyed, the existence of a solution to the homogeneous

equation at some value of s does not mean that there is

necessarily a bound state there. The derivation in this

paper starts by considering the qq scattering Green'sr

function T(s) with s set equal to zero. This function,

T(0), is known6 to exist until the interaction coupling

constants reach a certain value. When the coupling constants

reach a value such that T(0) develops a singularity, this

is interpreted to mean that the mass of the lowest bound

7state has descended to zero. We will determine for what

coupling strength of the S,V,... exchanged particles to the
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fermions the singularity  in  T (0) appears,  and the nature

(S,V,...) of the singularity.

The results are given: in a form from which .the

consequences of any combination of S,V,T, A and P

exchange can be read off (Section V). Some of the

results are known already. Typical results are these.

(a)  For pure S exchange, with coupling constant fs,

the massless bound state is pure P and occurs when the

coupling constant reaches the value given by fs 2/4-r = -ir .
(b) For pure P exchange, the massless bound state is pure

S, and occurs when the coupling constant f  reaches the
value given by fp 2/4-ir =-rr .8 (c)  For pure V exchange, as

in the QED case, massless S and P bound states occur

together, at e2/4r=   =/4.9     (d)     For  V  and A exchange

with equal coupling constant f, massless V and A bound

states occur together at a value f 2/4-ir = (413 - 2)7-/4
-  1.2 6. The possible physical interest of this case is

obvious. (e) There cannot be any tensor (T) massless

bound States.

These coupling constants are independent of the q

mass, so that no matter how heavy the fermions are,

zero- or almost zero-mass bound states can be achieved

with very moderate, dimensionless coupling constants.

In cut-off models, on the other hand, the needed coupling
10

constants are very dependent on the cutoff. In non-

covariant, potential-theory quark models they are some-
11

times ridiculously large.
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The rest of this article is arranged as follows. In

Section II the BS equations considered are introduced, and

are decomposed into S,V,T,A and P components in a manner to

make calculation easy. For technical reasons the exchanged

bosons are taken to be massless, but it is thought that

the results are independent of this assumption. The crucial

observation which makes the derivation of the present

article's results feasible is presented here: the scale  

invariance in mass of the equation allows the singularities

to be derived from the asymptotic behavior alone, independently

of the quark mass. (This great simplification is no longer

possible when a cutoff has been introduced.) In Section III

a simple case which has already appeared in the literature --

the pseudoscalar (P) component of the s=0 scattering Green's

function -- is gone through in detail in order to describe

the method used for the other (S,V,T,A) , more complicated

components. These components are reported on, with the

calculations' details omitted, in Section IV. In Section V

the results are collected and summarised, with a table, so

it is possibld to read off.what combinations of exchanged

particles, with what coupling constants, will give a certain

type of zero-mass bound state.  The reader may pass from

Section II directly. to Section V if he wishes.  The con-

clusions are given in Section VI.
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II. BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION

The interaction·of»the quark and antiquark.is con-

sidered to be described by a BS equation with a kernel

given by a sum of S,V,T,A and P-massless single.particle

exchange.

The qq scattering Green's function will be denoted

by T (p,q;K) according to Fig. 1. It will obey a
ot p  i  g<r

BS equation

T                         (p,  PS  K)     =     IKA.,a-('p ' t;   1< .)       -'-   L  «    C 2„ 
. F d.41

A p  if G-
i.) )

XI
45 ;t e(P' .k i k)    G-SE  (1 .·iK) 6-xe (1-WK) TF. A« (1, B s K) (2-1)

Here K denotes the arbitrary, constant, complex total

2
four-momentum;  s = -K .

In Eq. (2-1) Wick rotation has been performed on

all the relative energy variables: p  =.iP4' etc.  The

metric is given by a·b = 3.k - aObO = a·b + a4b4.  d4k
-9   -„

means dkdk . The propagators G(p) will be taken to be
4

G (p) = 1/(Y .P+m), where m is the q mass. Using

A®B as an abbreviation for A   B   . the kernel willAp ep '

be taken to be this sum of single particle exchanges:
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I(p, % ,K)   =  4-            1             -    fs  2  1 0 1      +     fv 2  Y .1 ®  7 1A      (p- %)2

+ f Tl 0- ®G=
+ AS'  71-7,®Ylys.  -'4' 7.ips®LY'-- 1

6         f,yu

(2-23

(It will be explained below why the exchanged particles

are chosen to be massless and why it is not expected to

affect the results.) The Dirac matrices have the following

properties. t y» ,7 1 1 =-22 ; lf#=-1 7 1
»J          0

i.vn, 1   - .,m 7Latin indices  run  from  1   to   4; G-
. (42)  I  Y   'Y       -1   3

Y i t   = _7 9;         75·2=     2
Eq. (2-1) has 16 indepeddent components corresponding

to  the 16 pairs  of free
indices   (p, cr). Using a natural

tensor basis instead, eq. (2-1) will be put in a form easier

to calculate with in this article. Choose a basis of 16

linearly independent Dirac matrices XJ as shown, in Table 1.

TABLE I

X             Xj             jx
-                                                                                                             -                                                                                                   -

S              1              1

v      Lyl      4

T                                                            0-  1.V,v                                                   6

1A       Y Y,      4
YS       1
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Then the sets of components are given in terms of-each

other using the relations

p tx

*k„(x'xh=64 6   6    - ,9 2 9=   \,4    )<4*p       , c.    -   F Z-  Zi A (2-3)
X=S j.=1 49 5-9,

T        -1   2  T   ·      X'K P; 9 0- )(=s *=t  (X.)*P   O.P . T(**)·'r = t -111':,9- X'p«, (2-4)

That is, the Green's function T may be«B; 9,3.
written according to (2-4) as a sum over basis matrices

X , with
components T *j .  The BS equations-(2-1) can

now be written as 16 other independent equations, one

for each of the 16 components T(xj)(P,q;K). These

equations will be given below, after further simplifications.

As Ref. 6 has shown, the solution T to (2-1) is,the

solution by successive iterations, and it is analytic in

s in a domain of the-s-plane which shrinks in size around

the point s=O a s the attractive interaction coupling

constants increase. Here, as explained in Section I, we

wish to find out at what· values of the coupling constants.

fY  (Y- = S,V, T,A,P) the solution T ceases to exist (begins-

to. be singular) even at s = 0.  Therefore»we must find

for what values of f  the„solution by successive iterations

to  at  least  one  of - the equations, for the components  T (xj)

of the scattering Green's function just begins to diverge

(or to be singular) at s = 0, while all the other com-

ponents remain convergent. This is, what is calculated in-

the present paper.
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We  will  put  K  =  0 in order  to  get"s  =.0,
2even though s-= 0 only means K  = 0.  This is justified

because, as is clear from Section I, we are interested in

s near to zero as much, as in the particular value s = 0.
6However it is known that. for  any  s 0.0, there exists  a

Lorentz frame in which each component K of K is of order/2

1 I2
S+.

Now that K = 0, an important simplification is possible.

It is clear from the substitution6 T(p,q;0) = m-2T'(p/m,q/m;0)

that Eq.  (2-1) with the kernel (2-2) gives. an equation

for the function T' which does not contain the mass m.  Then

the convergence of the solution by successive iterations to

the equation for T' is independent of m, so clearly this

must also be true for T. The convergence therefore can

equally well be investigated in the case m = 0; singularities

in T will develop at values of the coupling constants f 
6

which are independent of m. Thus to investigate conver-

gence, we may put K=0 and m=O i n the BS equation and

write    1/ (  Y .k) for  G (k)   in  it.

The case m=0 corresponds to the asymptotic case m 0 0,
22

p       --4 00,        q      -,00 . Therefore. it· is plausible that the

addition of a mass term to the denominators of the exchanged

particle propagators in the kernel (2-2) would make no

difference to the results.  Without strict proof, we believe

this to be the case. The absence of mass in the exchanged

particle propagators allows the calculations to be made far

easier by use of the Laplacian relation (2-7) below which
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turns the integral equation into a„differential equation.

When m = 0, the solution of the BS equation with
the kernel (2-2) simplifies a great deal. Inspection

shows that the iteration solution for each component T(Xj)

is always a sum of matrices of the same tensor class X
as-the basis matrix Xje  (That is, T -  f *5    0      1.-    -(15) ,    +  (  .6 A)

fki Yi, etc.) The effect of the kernel (2-2) also simplifies,
the coupling constants fy2 combining into a single constant

9 2 according to the definition                                         I

?

2x  7 a 9 22

XY TY (2.- C  )

Y=g

where the numbers a are given in Table 2 (in Section V,XY

below). The equation for T<xj ) CP,q; 0) with m = 0, denoted

by T<xj) (P,q), is
,2T(x p, (p' 1' )   =   -t-   -4     -      x  -a-  X  +

(P- 1,)

+ 1., , f .2, 2     -Y-11   T(x i. ) (1, B)     I:'1
. (2-43

Ip-1)
It now only remains to determine, for each X, what

value ·of gx2 will cause the iteration solution.of the

simplified equation (2-6) to diverge. The solution to

(2-6) is most easily found by turning (2-6) into a

differential equation, resolving into 0(4) partial waves,

and using radial-variable Wronskians to obtain the Green's

function solution*  Starting with the Laplace Green's
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function - equation in four dimensions,.with 6 referring
to. the pi variables,

A -1--Ei -  4-Tr 1   S 4(p-1), (2.-7)

C P - 9')

the inhomogeneous and homogeneous differential versions of

(2-6) are

A T(x i·)(p,%)    + Px  li/AL) (Y. P)  T lx+)(P,cl)  (7.P)

-L
9'>(1(, tr)Tr2 6+(P-%)Xf , (1- 9,

AY  + px (1/4) (.6.F)Y (7.P) -n (1-9)-...,

where the abbreviations

AL = ri ,\r= 92 .   P =p /21 , PX 2 9>(2/4Tr2
have been made. In the following two Sections we will

use Eqs. (2-8) and (2-9) to determine ·when the. iteration

solutions to the various tensor components of the BS

equation (2-6) converge. The results are collected in

Section V.
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II.I.  .EXAMPLE.. OF: P.COMPONENT

In this Section the X=P component of Eq. (2-6)

will be treated. The solution is · known. The method13

of finding it will be expounded..as.an..example of the

method we use on the other, more complicated S,V,T,A

components. We are thereby. enabled- to spare the · reader

from a description of the rather long. calculations: of

these latter cases.

Inspection of (2-6) (X = P) shows that the solution

by successive iterations is of the form

-T-(p,(p, 0) F (p, B)  I. ,
F a scalar. In fact the S01UtlOn lS. 13, 6

00

-Tip)(p,ciD,Yg-to t,li,21  .'b '1  46«16.-1)/241 (E„+1)/1 c.»(z) (3-2 )>
h 5 0          ¥6

where

u.<- 'rY,Oy,(u., kr),    4> =yno-x (a, Lr),   z  -p·%,   c.„(cooe)  =   /3,/n,(n'+1)83
h  U 6

C - .1
.In# - I (Y' +  1)        -   p p] 'i .

(3-33
(Recall    =  2/4 Tr 2. )

Solution (3-2), whose sum over n converges, is
14

real and finite as long as En is real· for all n; that

is, as long as (n +·1)2 - PP> o for all n.  When (3 
reaches the value 1, the n=0 partial wave component

of solution (3-2) becomes singular. At this value of

 3 
the solution by successive iterations of Eq. (2-6)
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(X = P) no longer converges.  The scattering amplitude

(with m 0 0 i n general) develops a· singularity in the
15

coupling- constant„ This is the behaviour that, as ex-

plained in Section I, we interpret as meaning that the

mass of a pseudoscalar bound state has descended to zero.

The result of this Section, then, is that the X=P

component of Eq. (2-8) will converge when

fay . ck
*

/4-Tr2- < 1
(3-43

012

and diverges when the extreme of (3-4) is reached.

We will now show the relevant steps of the derivation
i of the result (3-4) .

Consider solutions of the.homogeneous equation (2-9)

whose matrix part will span the solution T   , Eq. (3-1).
1 In this case, there is only one·, of the form

Y = Y, C U., z) Y s , (3-- 1-9

Yi a· scalar. Substitution of (3-5) into (2-9) allows

the  7s-  to be cancelled throughout and, after multiplication

across by u, gives

2  -liDE u.1      -*  3) 1,  I Z J  j    'Yl        = 0 (3-6)
with

1)[4]    =    4- 2(3/ou)2 + 8 AL(a/DAL)  + | (3-7,)

1, Iz]=(1_zf(Mpzf- 3 z(wiz)  -1  + p.p . (3-23
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Separation of variables, with separation constant   ,

gives

Y,  (AL,z)      =    U (4) 71(2),                                          (  3-7 )

-b[«]    U  (11.)       =          A    U (4) (2 -lo)

£3)„ [71  +  A J Z, (z)  = O (3- 1 0

Here we know Zl(z) = Cn(z), but if we did not (as

for the other components X 0 P) we could find it as

follows. Let

00

21(z)  =  7-   el, i z
f

(3-11)
t=0

,0

Eq. (3-11) now gives the recurrence relation

( + 1)( 11) el .

,      I 1  + .  1  )2   -  Pre   -   Al el t, 4
(3-13)

5 (7+2)

In order to obtain a complete set of angular solutions

it is required that the series (3-12) terminate at zn,

'which by (3-13) requires that

A  =   C w + If   - pi (3-11')
Then Z (z) = C (z).1n

The expansions
16

1 14 (P-9') =(1/2"-)6(4-9-) SCB-i) (3-Ir)

00

6     (P-  )    =  (4232)   3   (71' 1.1) C» (z) (3-16)
R= 0
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now show that we can write

T(p, C P'%)   =  YE    7=«  F.n( 4,«) CT' (z) (3-17)

and then for each n, Eq. (2-8) with X=P has a separate

component, which after cancelling through Cn(z) leaves

the radial equation

3)[ a]    -  A]   FT'(4'V-)     =      i.   'p 2      -     (.n,+1)   S   (A.t.-  V) . (3-12)

Eq. (3-18) is a simple Green's function problem, solved

by the Wronskian method, using the solutions of the

homogeneous equation (3-10). Eq. (3-7) shows that the

solutions of (3-10) are given by

02, 42
U( "-)    =   LK   ,u , l.  (  1 *, +  ' )2     -     x  1 , ( 3-19)

their Wronskian being

\A/(11.)     =     'll *'   34 1 311.       -     Ad2    76£41/  71.l    =        1   4             -2
/ \            16             ·        (3 -2 09

The solution to (3-18) for each n is shown.in (3-2); as

(3-14)   shows, the denominator   E n  is the Wronskian  term

)\. .   It is.now clear that the solution (3-2) diverges .
2

when the effective coupling constant g (defined byP
(2-5)) reaches a value such that the Wronskian of any

one of the pairs of radial solutions becomes zero.  By

(3-20), this happens when the constant X reaches zero

for some n, that is, when condition (3-4) is no longer

obeyed.
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Thus the following sequence of steps is possible

for each component X of the scattering Green's function.

(i) Find a separation of the homogeneous equation (2-9)
  into angular and radial components. (ii) Find the

separation constant X needed to make each angular part

terminate. (iii) Find when the coupling constants

give any X such a value that the radial solutions

Ibecome

degenerate. At this point the coupling constants

have reached a value such that the solution by successive

1
iterations no longer converges   at  K=0,   that  is,   the

coupling constant gives a singularity in the scattering

I

amplitude · which is identified  with a zero--mass bound

state.

The next Section will outline the results for the

components X = S,V,A,T. We hope that this Section's

derivation of a simple known result will justify the

omission of the far more, complicated details of .the

  other cases.
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IV. OTHER COMPONENTS

(a)  X=S

From.Table I, X =l when X=S.  Inspection shows that

the iteration solution to (2-6) is a multiple of the

unit matrix, of the form

7-      (P,1,)  -   F (p, 1 ) (49.-1)
(S)

F a scalar. The homogeneous solution to (2-9) must have

the form

Y  =   7,  C«z)

Yl a scalar. Since (-6.B)Y5(¥.S)=+75 but· CY. )1(.6.S)
= -1, the homogeneous equation (2-9) gives the same form

as (3-6) - (3-8) with p  replaced by -  s.  The same-

arguments show that convergence of the iteration-solution

to (2-6) needs

P S                 9  s    Q.  /4--Tr  2                      -                                                                 (4- 0   -  2  ).

and the solution will diverge when the extreme of (4a-2)

is reached.
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(b)  X=V
·                     1

Here  X* = i K   , from Table   1.

Consideration of the solutions to the homogeneous

equation (2-9) shows that· they must-be.of a form more

complicated than (3-5). In fact
5-

Y   =    I     YA   C * 'z) E A
(41-  1

A='

'where

El   =  Yf

Ea = PlCY.F)

E,    ,   P t (7.21') (41-23
Al

E 4    =   0     ( ,6 ·  4 1

All,
E s    =    7.  C Y·i)

and YA are scalars.

Substitution of (4b-1) into (2-9) gives, as the

analogue of (3-6), five equations of the form

el

3[43 '11  +  6    IDAB Iz1 YB   = 0 (41-3)
B =1

where D[u] is still given by (3-7) but DABIz] is now a
5x5 matrix of operators analogous to (3-8). Eq. (4b-3)

separates as (3-9) does, according to

YA ("., z ) U (AL) 28 (2 ) ( 1.1-  - 4.)
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where, as in (3-10) and (3-11),

1)Cal  U (w)   =        A  U (u) (4%-5-)

     i  Sb A g I z]     -"    A  S   AB   1 Z B(z) =o (41-6 3

The radial solution to (4b-5) is identical to that

in Section III; it simply remains to find when X will

arrive at the value 0, as the effective coupling

parameter {34=gv2/4Tr2 moves  away  from  0. To determine

  , it is required as before that   ZA(z) be a

terminating series in z (for all A) in order to define.

a complete set of angular solutions. Counting powers

of 3 in,the angular.matrices.EA suggests that the

analogue to (3-12) is

7  C =, =   5    a.  74-c.
A         *=CA A,  t       -                                             4 1-7)

CA - <  , A= 4 2)
A = ), 4· (   .

) A=5  J
Substitution of (4b-7) into (4b-6) shows that the

form (4b-7) is appropriate, since it gives an equation

which. is recurrent as (3-13) is:

(i-GA.,2)( -CA..1) CLA,(++2) "    MAB   i'' A,Pv] Cle, i C\+1.-2.)

where now MAB is a 5x5 matrix in general (but only

2x2 for j=0, 4x4 for j=1).  The requirement that the

series (4b-7) terminate at j=n is the requirement
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that d =0 (all A), which requiresA, (n+2)

1 Glet (MAB{ 76, 1, Pvl) = O. (46.9)
This condition, analagous to  (3-14) , gives X ·as a

function of n and Pv.  For n=0 there are two eigenvalues

X  ;    for   n=1,    four;    for each n)2, five.  It turns out
)&that  there  are two equal eigenvalues,   A =5  -   C   v2+4 13v+16)   ,

such that these X reach 0 before any other as PV
increases away from zero. (One of these values  of X occurs

for n=0 and the other for n=2. The occurrence of two

values is connected with the fact that the solution by

successive.:iterations to the BS equation (2-1) has

symmetry in p and q when K=0.) On the other hand when

(3V decreases from zero, the eigenvalue X which reaches

zero first turns out to be . A= PV+4, occuring for n=1.

Thus X reaches zero when Pv reaches the extremes of

these conditions :

- l        <      7      f   JI 3    - 1 ( A- 10).

Accordingly, the V component of the BS equation at K=0

will converge when (4b-10) is satisfied, and will

diverge when the extremes of (4b-10) are reached.

(C) X=A

Here Xi= 7175  ' from Table 1.

This case is the same as X=V except that the angular

matrices  EA are replaced  by  EA Y5'  and   PV is replaced
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by -  A for the same reason as in the case X=S.  The

result then is that the convergence of the solution of

the A component of the BS equation at K=0 requires

-413      +   2          <    P A     <     Lt                                              (4 e- , )
with singularities occuring when  the extremities of

(4c-1) are reached.

(d) X=T.

R
Here   X4= 0-   3 from Table   1.

i This case is the most complicated of all. The

procedure is the same as in part  (b), x=V.   With  [ ]

meaning "antisymmetrised with respect to the indices 1

and m," the angular matrices needed are

4   =  I c- 1-1
9 2-   =   I-  f l p 1  0-1- ]

1 r               AiA;E) =    L  p      0   '   0- 1-]
(41 -13

E#   =  I t t   1   Gpkn" 3

E,    ,   I  %1  9 1   0-1-  3
/ \O A-A:A L

E6    =   [  1 - p ....  P 1' B.'  6- 4 1 1
The procedure of Section IV(b), but now involving

6x6 matrices, shows that there is a pair of eigenfunctions

having the property that their X reaches 0 before any

other as FT moves away from zero. These X are X =5-
2         '4

C pT +16) , giving the condition

-3 < T < 3 (41-2 3
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for convergence of the solution to (2-8); divergence

in the T component occurs when the. extremes of (4d-2)

are reached.

' V. COLLECTION OF RESULTS

We are looking for values of the exchanged-particle

coupling constants f  which just cause a singularity in the

K=0 scattering Green's function solution T(p,q;0) to the BS

equation (2-1) .   We are interpreting the onset of such a

singularity as the point where the lowest bound state mass

has descended to zero.

We have found conditions on linear combinations of f 
2

such that T(p,q;0) is regular. With the help of the numbers

a   given in Table 2, these conditions on fy2 can be quiteXY

simply given as the following summary of results from the

last two Sections.

-P

px - 7   ax, fy 2-/
2

4- 
; (9-13

Y= S

-1 < 13 s

- %  4 13V < 43 - 1

-3  L  FT < 3
( 9-- 2- )

-(413 -2) < FA <  Lt

P.P <1.
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Table 2. Values of a
XY'

Y  (EXCHANGED PARTICLES)

S V T A P

S     1      -4       6       4      -1

x v 1 2 0 2 1
T     1       0      -4       0      -1

'(COM-
PONENT) A 1 -2  0 -2  1

I P     l       4       6 -4 -1

When the coupling constants fy are such that all

the conditions (5-2) are obeyed, then T(p,q;0) is

regular and there are no zero-mass bound states. If

all of  (5-2) are obeyed except -that certain  (3X have
just reached the limit of their allowed values, then

that X component of T(p,q;0) (as given by (2-4)) will

just begin to diverge, and this is interpreted as a

bound state having just descended down to zero mass

with the tensor character x.

The examples listed in Section I are obtained

as follows.

(a)  Pure S exchange.  Here f =0 except for Y=S.

Equation (5-1) and use of Table 2 shows that PS= PV= PT

=  A=  p=fs2/4 r2.  As fs2 increases from 0, (5-2) shows

that p  reaches its limit first,  and  then fs 2/4,r =Tr .

#
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At this value the P component of.the K=O scattering

Green's function acquires a singularity, which is in-

terpreted as a massless pseudoscalar bound state.

(b)  Pure P exchange.  Here f =0 except for Y=P.
Eq. (5-1) and Table 2 show that  S=   T= 13 p= - f p 2/4-ir 2,
 V= pA= fp2/412.     Eq. (5-2) shows that as fp 2 in-

creases from zero,   S reaches its limit first; the

zero-four-momentum scattering Green's function begins
9to have a scalar singularity,  interpreted as a mass-

less scalar bound State occurring when fp2/4-Ir = Tr.

(c)  Pure V exchange (as in QED).  Here f  =0
unless Y=V.  Eq. (5-1) and Table 2 show that (3s= - f v2/ Tr 2,

  V=2fv2/2 -Tr 2,  13'I= o,     PA=  -  f\/2/2 -Tr 2,  Pp=  fv2/ Tr- 2.

As fv  increases from zero, (5-2) shows that PS
and R reach their limits first together, which isrp

interpreted as simultaneous pseudoscalar and scalar
9massless bound states arrived at when fv2/4-Ir= Ir/4=0.8.

(d)  Equal V and A.exchange..  Here we put fv= fA=f,

fs=  fT  =  fp=0.     Eq.    ( 5-1) and Table  2  show  that  PS= PT=
2 2

f 2 ,-2                  2
P  P= 0,     \3  3'1= f     /  Tr        '      A=     -          /\\ 0 As f in-

creases from 0, (5-2) shows that PV and PA reach their
limits together, when f2/4-ir= C  13 - 2)1'r/4 2 1.26.
This is interpreted as the simultaneous occurrence of

massless V and A bound states (i.e. states with J  =

1-,0 ,1 ,0-).  This is physically interesting as

showing that a chirally symmetric Bethe-Salpeter kernel
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can produce a scattering Green's function with some chiral

symmetry properties.

(e)  Tensor states.  It can be seen from Eqs. (5-1),

(5-2) and Table  2 that- there -is no combination of

particle exchange which can produce a massless T bound

state.

Any other combination of interactions may be tested

similarly to the above examples.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the development of singularities

in the scattering solution T(p,q;K) (where K=total four-

momentum) to a non-Fredholm Bethe-Salpeter equation for

the interaction of two spin-4 particles. The kernel

of the equation is given by a sum of S, V, T, A and P

massless particle exchange, with dimensionless coupling

constants fs' fv' fT' fA and fP.

Under variation of these coupling constants, we have

regarded the onset of a singularity in a previously

regular zero-four-momentum scattering amplitude T(p,q;0)

as the descent of the mass df the lowest bound state to

zero. We have derived a simple formula (Section V)

Which determines in the most general case when such

singularities occur in this model, and what their tensor

classification is.
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The physical interest of these questions is that

if mesons are made of heavy quarks, the mesons are

relatively almost massless. The interest in considering

the. kind of non-Fredholm model discussed here is at

least twofold: (i) the dimensions of such models are

those of natural field theories, such as QED; (ii)

Fredholm models,  such as spin-4 equations  with  a  cut-

off, or scalar equations, have been tried5 and found

'not to contain low-mass bound states in the multiplicity

desired.

In particular it is found that if the interaction

kernel is given by a (chirally symmetric) V and A exchange

of equal strength, the scattering Green's function T(p,q; 0)

develops a V and A singularity simultaneously, suggesting

the possibility of a corresponding chiral symmetry in the

lowest bound states of a heavy quark model of mesons.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram for the Green's function

.-2
1 T (P,q;K).
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